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Add support for SAML/OneLogin to HIAB & Outscan 
Both HIAB and Outscan will support Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) for integration to single sign-on 
systems which can support SAML for Single Sign-On, for example OneLogin. This improves the security of 
access to both HIAB and Outscan by removing the need to remember additional passwords for these devices 
and instead using secure tokens.

Add IPv6 support for Outscan
Outscan now has full support for the scanning of IPv6 networks. This extends the scan coverage, identifying 
more assets that might contain vulnerabilities.

JIRA Integration for HIAB and Outscan
Support has now been added to automatically raise tickets within JIRA, providing another method to streamline 
the remediation process. 
 
To configure a JIRA server connection, as an administrative user, open Menu>Settings>Server and select the 
JIRA tab, and add the necessary connection details. Ensure the ‘Enable’ checkbox is selected. When saving, the 
connection will be checked and if successful will save the settings. To then raise tickets within JIRA, simply 
create an Event Notification and within the ‘How’ selection choose JIRA.

Make Splunk integration available on Outscan 
The previously released Splunk integration is now also available within Outscan. This allows events to now 
be sent into Splunk from both Outscan and HIAB to get a consolidated view of vulnerabilities and risks within 
Splunk.

Notification for PCI Dispute status 
When submitting a PCI Dispute within the PCI module, it is now possible to configure a notification to receive an 
alert when a dispute status changes. This simplifies the operation of tracking and resolving the dispute.

Add Compliance Only scanning 
Previously, Compliance scanning was integrated into a Vulnerability scan. While this allowed the most complete 
view, this had the effect of increasing scan time. It will now be possible to run a Compliance Only scan and run 
only the Compliance checks which shortens the time compliance checking process.

Override compliance scanning 
In addition to the Compliance Only scanning, it will also be possible to run only the required Compliance Policies, 
rather than running all the available policies. This adds the ability to be more targeted with the approach to 
Compliance scanning and reduce processing time.
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Add TLS support for Syslog on HIAB
Transport Layer Security has now been added to the syslog event module to improve the security of syslog 
messages.

CVSS v3 reporting
CVSS v3 scores have been added for those vulnerabilities that’s support them. Support for this standard 
improves the ability to evaluate improvement against a risk baseline.
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